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APPLICATIONS
Wood/furniture mfg.
PVC pipes & profiles
Boilers/Furnaces
Jewelry manufacturing
Rubber molding
Brake-shoe/Clutch facing
Aluminum Die Casting
PCB manufacturing
Auto components
CNC workstations
Grinders surface/cylindrical
Auto-lathes
Auto-electric
Power paint
Paints/pigments/dyes
Insulators
Spinning/weaving
Knitting/embroidry
Mining /Minerals
Chemicals/pesticides
Ayurvedic/hair dye/talcum
Leather
Sports goods mfg.
Glass
Food/agri-products
Electroplating
Ambient air
Air Pollution Control
Pneumatic Conveying
Silo ventilation filters
Industrial Kitchens

Cartridge Filter
System

Reverse Pulse
Bag Filter System

Ducts
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Is this how you operate?

A complete range of air
pollution control solutions are
offered by SANTONI.
Whatever be your objectives
SANTONI has the professional
answers:
?
Air pollution control.
?
Prevention of dust entering

your premises.
?
Collection of dust generated
within your premises.
?
Recovery of expensive
materials.
?
Removal of wastes.
?
Protection of products from
effects of dust/fumes.
?
Protection of production
equipment from effects of
dust/fumes.
?
Eleminating exposure to
toxic materials.
?
Handling of toxins.
You can expect better working
environment, more recovery of
materials, less wastage, lower
breakdowns, higher production,
better product quality, lower
cost of production and
maintenance, longer life of the
production equipment,
reduction in rejections in the nut shell you get higher profits & lower
costs AND you live longer and
healthier!!

Would you not rather operate like this

PRODUCTS OFFERED
Stand-alone Dust collectors for single or multiple
number of dust generating machines/ponts.
Stand-alone dust collectors for wood-working
machines - such as molders, panel saw, band
saw, router, planer, etc.
Central Dust Collection systems for several dust
generating machines/points.
Open/closed body bag filter systems with/without
automatic motorized fitler shaker.
Pulse-jet bag filter systems.
Pulse-jet cartridge filter systems
Micro dust collectors for very fine, toxic or
precious materials - like gold, silver, etc.
Activated carbon filter based FUME extraction
systems.
Weld fume exhaust systems - with fixed/mobile
arms. Fume extraction systems for CNC Plasma
cutting machines.
Wet scrubbers for electroplating fumes, furnace/
boiler flue gases, high temperature emissions, etc.
Pressurizing equipment for dust proofing of a
premises.
Centrifugal Blowers, Axial flow fans, etc.
Suction hoods with application specific designs
Ducts - aerodynamically designed for efficient
conveying/transfer of dust laden air.
Specialized brushes and other cleaning
accessories.
Central vacuum cleaning system.
Pneumatic Conveying systems for transferring /
conveying powders and granular materials.
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